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Preface

This thesis deals with a branch of nuclear physics in which interactions
between heavy nuclei at high energy are studied. The experiments de-
scribed have been carried out at the Super Proton Synchrotron, SPS,
at CERN, Geneva, in collaboration with several foreign institutes.

The work on which this thesis is based is presented here as follows:
The first chapter gives a short introduction to the field of high energy,
heavy ion physics. The results presented are from the heavy ion experi-
ment, WA80, at CERN. The setup and the individual detectors in WA80
and its successor WA93 are described in chapter 2. Chapter 3 describes
work on the development and tests of some new detectors, namely the
Spaghetti Calorimeter and the Multi-Step Avalanche Chamber. The
thesis is based on the following articles, which are presented in chapter
4.

1. Some General Scaling Rules in High-Energy Heavy-Ion Reactions.
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2. Global and Local Fluctuations in Multiplicity and Transverse En-
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Z. Phys. C45(1989)31-37.

3. Production of Slow, Singly-Charged Fragments in 200 GeV/c
Hadron-nucleus interactions. Accepted for publication in Z. Phys. C.
(1992).

4. Studies of Slow, Singly-Charged Fragments in Relativistic 16O-
Nucleus Interactions. Submitted to Phys. Lett. B(1993).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The topic of this thesis is the interactions arising when hadrons and nu-
clei collide with nuclei at relativistic energies, i.e. at energies at which
the restmass of the incident particle is much lower than the total avail-
able energy. The velocity of the projectile is thus always very close to
the speed of light.

It is only in the past decade that is has become possible to accelerate
ions to ultra relativistic energies. In 1986 the Super Proton Synchrotron,
SPS, at CERN and the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron, AGS, at
Brookhaven, BNL, came into operation, delivering beams of oxygen at
60 and 200A GeV, and oxygen at 14.6A GeV, respectively. Both have
since been upgraded, SPS to accelerate sulphur to 200A GeV, and AGS
to produce beams of silicon at 14.6A GeV and gold at 10.7A GeV.
Future developments will in 1994 give lead beams in the CERN SPS at
160A GeV and in 1997 the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider, RHIC, at
Brookhaven National Laboratory will make possible collisions of ions as
heavy as gold with an energy of 100A GeV in the centre of mass system.

What has been observed in these collisions so far, and what is ex-
pected to be found in the future? The general belief is that in collisions
between heavy nuclei at sufficiently high energy, the nuclear matter
could be compressed so that the density increases by one order of mag-
nitude. This could lead to a screening of the colour charges, similar to
the Debye-screening of electric charges. The quarks that are normally
bound within hadrons would become free to move around within the



limits of the high density volume. If, furthermore, the energy density is
so high that the mass difference between quarks with different flavour
becomes insignificant, the chiral symmetry that is spontaneously bro-
ken in normal nuclear matter could be restored. This state is called the
quark gluon plasma, QGP, and finding and describing it is the ultimate
goal of the ultra-relativistic, heavy ion experiments. The screening and
the chiral symmetry restoration do not have to appear at the same time,

QGPEarly
Universe

Hadron Gas

Heavy Ion
Interaction

Baryon Density p
Figure 1.1: Phase diagram for nuclear matter. At high baryon densities it is
likely that the colour screening appears before the chiral symmetry restora-
tion, and thus we might get a small region of constituent quarks(lightly grey)
between the QGP phase and the hadron gas phase(darker grey). The path
taken by the early universe enters along the ordinate and passes the phase
boundary at a low baryon density. Ultra relativistic heavy ion collisions on
the other hand starts out at normal baryon density and will produce a quite
baryon rich plasma.



the screening will, however, always appear first. To be able to detect
a transition into this new phase, it is necessary to know in detail how
a purely hadronic system behaves. For this purpose it is convenient
to start with the simplest hadronic system, i.e. hadron-hadron inter-
actions. In order to extrapolate from hadron-hadron interactions to
interactions between many hadrons, several Monte Carlo models have
been developed that treat nucleus-nucleus collisions as a superposition
of more or less independent nucleon-nucleon collisions.

The plasma may play an important part in cosmology[1, 2], as the
universe, when described by the commonly accepted Big Bang model,
existed in a QGP phase about 10~5s after the Big Bang. This would,
however, be a quite different type of plasma from that which could
be produced in fixed target, nucleus-nucleus interactions, the former
having zero net baryon density while the latter will be produced with
a high net baryon density, see figure 1.1. One hopes, however, that in
future collider experiments it will be possible to reach low net baryon
density states.

The nature of the plasma could affect the nucleosynthesis and give
rise to the density fluctuations needed for galaxy formation. It is also
possible that the hadronisation of the QGP might produce forms of dark
matter, i.e. quark matter nuggets with a high content of strange quarks
with a mass low enough to be absolutely stable. It is also likely that a
baryon-rich QGP can be found inside neutron stars.

1.1 The Language of Relativistic Heavy
Ion Physics

To be able to describe this field of physics I would first like to explain
some of the terms that are commonly used.

1.1.1 Basic Definitions

When dealing with particles at velocities close to that of light, the ve-
locity is not a very good variable to use since a large change in energy
and momentum result in a very small change in velocity. Instead, a



useful variable is rapidity, y, defined by eq 1.1.

(1.1)

A feature of rapidity is that it can easily be translated from one reference
frame to another, along the beam direction. One simply subtracts the
rapidity of the new reference frame from the previous rapidity values.
In many experiments, however, only the emission angle of the particles
is measured, i.e. E and p|| are unknown. If the mass of the emitted
particle is low it can be ignored and the formula for rapidity translates

Projectile

Target

Before Collision
After Collision

Projectile Spectators

' ', ,

Hot Zone

Target Spectators

Figure 1.2: Participant-spectator model of nuclear collisions.



into what is commonly known as pseudorapidity, q:

g
77 = - ln tan( - ) (1.2)

Heie 6 is the angle between the beam direction and the direction of the
emitted particle. Since most of the particles produced are pions (low
mass), 7/ is very close to y.

The distance between the centre of two colliding nuclei is called the
impact parameter, commonly represented by the letter b (see figure ??).
The smaller the impact parameter is, the more central is the collision
between the two nuclei. In the participant-spectator model, based upon
a geometrical picture, one categorises the nucleons as active or passive
according to the following prescription. The parts of the nuclei that are
in the overlap regions are called participants, as they will collide with
nucleons in the other nucleus. The nucleons in the non-overlap volumes
are called spectators, as they will not be involved in the primary inter-
action, although they could become involved in subsequent rescattering
of participants and e particles produced. The projectile spectators con-
tinue their flight without any noticeable momentum change, whilst the
target spectators will basically remain at rest. After the initial reac-
tion the spectator will break up. The participant matter of both target
and projectile will form a hot zone that stretches from target rapidity
up to projectile rapidity. This is where new particles are created, and
where we hope that the QGP is formed. If the impact parameter is
greater than the sum of the two radii (b> (Äi -f Ä2)) the two nuclei
can only react through the electromagnetic force. If the impact pa-
rameter is smaller than the absolute difference between the two radii
(b< \R\ — R2\) one has a situation where the smaller of the two nuclei
will be fully engulfed by the larger one. This is called full overlap.

The violence of heavy ion collisions is often measured by the amount
of transverse energy, Ej , the number of charged particles produced,
nch, or the energy flow in the forward direction, Ezj. The experimental
definition of transverse energy is:

N

E r = £ Ecorsin(0) (1.3)



where the summation is performed over all particles that hit the calorime-

ter and Ecai is the energy measured by an ideal calorimeter:

Ecai = E + S-mN where 6 = <
— 1 for baryons
+ 1 for antibaryons

0 for other particles

A different approach to the determination of the violence in a collision

200-

150-

(GeV)

100

50

Q

Fritiof 7.0
32S-Au 200 A GeV

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8o

Figure 1.3: Correlation of transverse energy and energy at zero degrees for
32S-Au collisions at 200A GeV simulated with the Fritiof 7.0 model. The
slight bend upwards for low E2(* is due to the difference in size between the
projectile and target.
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is to measure the spectator part of the projectile, i.e. the energy (or
charge) at zero degrees, E^. There is a strong anti-correlation between
Ej and Ezt*. Figure 1.3 shows the result of a simulation made with
the Fritiof 7.0 model, exhibiting this. The Ej is calculated for particles
with 2.4 < 7j < 5.5 and the E2(* is calculated for particles emitted at
angles less than 0.3°. These values correspond to the actual values in
the WA80 experiment. One important feature is the increasing spread
in Er for low Ezd values. This effect appears when the projectile is
smaller than the target. The Ezcj is insensitive within the region of
full overlap because there are no projectile spectators. The transverse
energy is still increasing for these events, causing the upward bend. nc/,
is roughly proportional to Ex with < Er > / < nch >% 600MeV, a
small dependence on rapidity and the centrality of the collision[3] have
been observed.

1.1.2 Models of Heavy Ion Collisions

The behaviour of the hot zone can be described by different models.
One of the simpler is the fireball model which assumes that particles
produced are emitted isotropically from the hot zone in its rest frame.
This approach is used for upper limit estimates of transverse energy
production[4]. The collisions can also be described in the context of
the hydrodynamical model[5], in which the nuclear matter is treated as
a fluid. In this model the participating nucleons generally experience
a high degree of stopping. This approach does however assume that
thermal equilibrium is established, an assumption that is questionable
since the system has only a limited size and is very short-lived. If the
hot zone is sufficiently long lived to achieve thermal equilibrium the
transverse momenta of emitted particles are distributed according to a
Boltzmann distribution. It would then be possible to extract the tem-
perature by measuring transverse momentum distributions. Measure-
ments of transverse momentum for different particle species have been
performed and from these distributions the extracted parameters are of
the order of 200MeV. The presence of transverse flow will give higher
transverse momenta and thus the extracted parameters do not neces-
sarily measure the temperature of the system. Theory predicts that a
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phase transition into the QGP will occur at temperatures of the order
200MeV. One can also imagine that whenever two nucleons collide there
will be an exchange of momentum longitudinally and that a string with
its ends in a quark and a di-quark will be formed. This string can then
decay into particles according to some scheme, one scheme commonly
used being the Lund model[6]. The Fritiof Monte Carlo model[7] treats
interactions in this way but there are other string-based models that
have totally different ways to span the strings. In the Venus model the
strings are formed through a string flip mechanism whenever a projectile
and a target nucleon comes close to each other[8]. There are also ap-
proaches that describe the collisions by tracking each particle through
an event. One such model is RQMD (Relativistic Quantum Molecu-
lar Dynamics)[9] in which new particles are created when resonances,
formed in inelastic collisions, decay.

1.1.3 Dynamics of the Hot Zone

One interesting subject is how much the participating nucleons stop each
other and how much energy is available in the hot zone. It is known that
at low energies (E < 2A GeV) full stopping is reached for heavy nuclei in
central collisions[10]. At higher energies the situation is not clear. The
data from Brookhaven point to a high degree of stopping at 14.6A GeV
in oxygen— and silicon-induced reactions[lll. In the WA80 collab-
oration calculations of the stopping in oxygen- and sulphur-induced
reactions at 60 and 200A GeV[4] have been made. Stopping can be
denned as the ratio of the energy density at mid-rapidity compared to
what an isotropic fireball would give. The values quoted lie between 10
and 35%, central 160-nucleus collisions at 60A GeV giving the highest
values and peripheral 200A GeV 32S-nucleus collisions the lowest. The
hydrodynamical approach predicts quite high stopping, provided the
nuclei are large enough. The Fritiof model on the other hand predicts a
higher degree of transparency than the hydrodynamical scenario, typi-
cally shifting the nucleons by approximately 1.5 rapidity units towards
mid-rapidity.

The most common measure of the energy density in the hot zone,
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the Björken formula[12], is derived in a hydrodynamical scenario:

•max (1.4)

where Ro is the radius of the hot zone, usually taken as the radius of the
smallest of the two colliding nuclei, r0 is the so called formation time
commonly chosen to be 1 fm/c. However, its actual value is uncertain.
The rapidity is often replaced by pseudorapidity, rj. Theory predicts
that the transition into the QGP should occur at energy densities of
~ 2-3GeV/fm3. The experimental values from CERN, obtained with
formula 1.4, are in the region of l-3GeV/fm3[4]. Thus sufficiently high
energy densities for the formation of the QGP appear to exist.

The size of the hot zone can be determined with interferometry, i.e.
studies of momentum differences for pairs of identical particles[13]. It
is also possible to study the size and lifetime of the system emitting
the particles. The most commonly used particles for such studies are
pions, and several experiments have produced such data[14]. The data
from Brookhaven, from experiments at 14.6A GeV give values for the
transverse size of the pion-emitting system that are consistent with
the size of the projectile. The CERN data give values that are 50%
larger than the projectile radius. When measurements are performed
in the target region a second source can be found for pairs with low
absolute momentum, probably originating from scattering in the target
spectators. In the E859 experiment at BNL K+K+ conelations have
also been measured, and it was found that they give a transverse size
that is comparable to the one extracted from the pion studies. It is
also possible to do proton-proton interferometry analyses. It should,
however, be noted that protons are fermions and will thus give a different
correlation function than the mesons. The information gained by pion
interferometry should, together with the single particle emission spectra,
give insight into the early stages of the collision[15].
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1.2 Signals of the Quark-Gluon Plasma

The short lifetime of a plasma produced in heavy ion collisions makes
the detection of the QGP quite a challenge. There have been several
proposed signals that could indicate the formation of a QGP. Unfortu-
nately hot dense hadronic matter can give rise to effects similar to those
proposed as signals for the plasma.

A classical phase transition is characterised by a large increase of
the entropy at a specific temperature. It has been suggested that an
increase in the number of particles per rapidity unit, dn/dy, during
which the average transverse momentum, <pj >, is almost constant,
could be interpreted analogously[16]. The dn/dy reflects the entropy of
the system and the p^ spectrum gives an indication of the temperature.
From the Fermilab experiment E735[17] with pp collisions it was found
that the spectra for antiprotons exhibit this behaviour. The pion and
kaon spectra show a flattening of the <pr > with increased particle
density, but the second rise of the <pr > is absent. This is, however,
not an undisputed signal of plasma formation and suggestions of flow
being the cause of the second rise of <pr > have been put forward[19].

1.2.1 Strangeness Production

If chiral symmetry is restored the abundance of strange quarks and
antiquarks will be strongly enhanced[20]. Because quarks are more nu-
merous than antiquarks in the plasma the probability of the s quark to
find two other quarks and form a baryon is increased, and the chance
that it ends up with an antiquark and forms a meson is reduced. The s
on the other hand will most likely find a quark and form a meson[21].
This leads to an enhancement of strange baryons (A) and antistrange
mesons (K+). The K°t, which is a mixture of two states (ds and sd),
will be enhanced to a lesser degree. Enhancement is usually measured
as a ratio of one particle species to another and several experiments
have presented data of this kind. E802 and NA34 have shown K+/7r+

ratios that are 2-3 times higher in 28Si,32S-Au collisions than in p-Be
interactions[22]. The K~/TT~ ratio is also affected but to a much smaller
degree. The NA35 experiment has shown that A/?r is enhanced by a
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factor of 3, whereas K5/X is only a factor 2 larger in 32S-S collisions
than in p-p interactions[23]. There are also measurements from WA85
and NA36[24] that are in agreement with the NA35 data. Several meth-
ods to produce the same effects in a purely hadronic scenario have been
proposed. One could expect that a reaction like 7rN—»K+A would in-
crease the yield of K+ and A, and, although the cross section is relatively
small, the high pion multiplicity could still make this reaction impor-
tant. If this is the case there should be a relation like T(K+)<T(7r)
due to the negative Q-value of the reaction. This is however supported
experimentally[25]. Other similar reactions include pN—>K+A for which
the cross section is not known. Another alternative is pion absorption,
7rNN->NN, which would lead to the relation T(N)>T(7r), which agrees
with results from the E802 experiment at Brookhaven[25]. It should
also be noticed that the RQMD model can reproduce the K/r ratios
without including a plasma phase[26].

1.2.2 Suppression

I

The restoration of chiral symmetry will cause an increased production
of ss pairs, but the heavier quarks, charm (c) and beauty (b), will not
be affected in this way due to their much higher masses. However this
does not preclude our being able to glean some information from them
about the formation of the QGP For instance, the yield of J/1^ mesons
(cc) could be of interest. These mesons have the advantage of being
fairly common and are relatively easy to measure through their decay
into a muon pair. In the plasma it is probable that the cc-pair will
be separated when the interaction between them is screened[27]. Fur-
thermore, the suppression is expected to be strongest for J /^ 's at low
pr[28], and at a p j of lOGeV there should not be any suppression at
all. The effects of hadronic absorption and initial state scattering of
partons can suppress the i/^l yield in a hot hadronic scenario without
requiring the existence of a QGP[29], although the pr dependence is
then supposed to be much weaker.

The J/\? is measured by the reconstruction of muon pairs and data
have been presented by the NA38 and NA34-3 collaborations at CERN.
The yield is normalised to the Drell-Yan continuum of muon pairs be-
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low the J /^-peak. The data show a suppression of the yield of
compared to the yield from hadron-induced reaction measured in the
same experiments. The effect is strongest in events with high transverse
energy[30] which is where a plasma is expected to be found. The px
dependence is also in reasonable agreement with the theory[31] for a
QGP, although the interval in which pr is measured is not large enough
to draw any final conclusions.

1.2.3 Light Vector Mesons

Measurements of the light vector mesons, p, u> and (f> have been sug-
gested as a way to detect the plasma. For example, the ratio of <^/(p-fu;)
would increase for events in which a plasma is formed[32]. Experimen-
tal data have shown that <}>/(p + u;) increases by a factor of 3 when
proton- and ion-induced reactions on uranium are compared[33]. At-
tempts, have been made to describe this effect without invoking a QGP
and one suggestion is that the smaller absorption cross section of the
<f> and the experimental p j cutoff would be the cause of the observed
effect [34]. Furthermore, the study of the widths and masses of light
vector mesons would be illuminating[35]. The <j> decays predominantly
through the 4> —>KK channel. As the mass of the <f> is just slightly above
the mass of two kaons, a small mass shift for either the kaons or the 0
could change the rate for this decay channel. It is at present uncertain
whether the mass shifts in a QGP would lead to an increased or reduced
rate for the 4> —>KK decay. It has also been suggested that the difference
in lifetimes between on the one hand the short-lived p and on the other
hand the more long-lived u; and <j> would make it possible to determine
the lifetime of the hot zone[36]. The p meson would then be enhanced
by an amount directly proportional to the difference in lifetime between
the hot zone and the p itself. This effect would to some degree deplete
the proposed signal of <f>/(p + w) enhancement.

1.2.4 Photons and dileptons

Photons and leptons provide the best opportunity to get a glimpse of
the plasma phase, as they do not interact strongly. Thus they have a
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better chance to escape the hadronic matter and the plasma without
being absorbed or rescattered. Photons from the plasma are often re-
ferred to as direct or thermal photons, to distinguish them from photons
originating from hadronic decays. Calculations show that photon and
dilepton yields are expected to increase if a plasma in thermal equilib-
rium is formed[37]. The size of the contribution from thermal photons
from a plasma has been calculated to be roughly 5% of the total inclusive
yield[39]. The background of photons from 7r0 and 77 decay is quite an
obstacle in the analysis. From the WA80 experiment results giving up-
per limits of the thermal photon production[38] in oxygen- and proton-
induced interactions at 60 and 200A GeV have been published. Nev-
ertheless, the result is consistent with several different predictions[40].
With a larger acceptance detector and better statistics the errors could
be decreased to a level where such distinctions are possible.

1.2.5 Some other signals

The signatures of the QGP that has been suggested are much more
numerous than can be described here, but some of the less common ones
also deserve some attention. One proposed signature is that absolutely
stable hadronic systems of high strangeness content could be formed,
something that could be a candidate for a solution of the dark matter
problem in cosmology [2].

Another suggested signal is a softening of the pj spectra for charmed
particles[41] due to the passage through phase boundaries in the phase
transition from QGP to hadronic matter.

Fluctuations in particle density, called intermittency, could occur
when the transition from a plasma phase back to the hadronic pnase
occurs. Several other origins of this type of behaviour have also been
suggested[42]. At present no experimental evidence exists for an inter-
mittent behaviour in very violent collisions.
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Chapter 2

The Experiment

2.1 WA80

Mid-Rapidity
Calorimeter

Beam

• Streamer-Tube
Detectors

• Hadrqnic
Calorimetry

• Electromagnetic
Calorimetry

Zero-Degree
Calorimeter

o i 5 m

Figure 2.1: The WA80 experimental setup for the 1986 16O run.

The WA80 experiment [43] was one in the first generation of heavy ion
experiments when e heavy ion programme with the oxygen beams was
started at CERN in 1986. It concentrates on global observables, but
also includes one more specific search for a QGP signal in the form
of the emission of thermal photons. Estimates of energy densities and
measurements of photon- and neutral hadron distributions are also per-
formed. The experimental setup can be seen in figure 2.1. The charged
particle multiplicity is measured over a large part of phase space with
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the Plastic Ball and Streamertube detectors. Transverse energy is also
well covered by the Mid-Rapidity Calorimeter and the Plastic Ball. For
event characterisation the Zero-Degree Calorimeter looks at the rem-
nants of the projectile. The experiment has been continually upgraded
over the years, and when in 1991 a magnet was included in the setup
the experiment was renamed WA93[44]. For the lead beam in 1994 an-
other major improvement will be carried out and the name changed to
WA98[45].

2.1.1 The Plastic Ball

The Plastic Ball[46] was originally used at LBL-Bevalac. It was used
to study nucleus-nucleus interactions at energies of a few GeV per
nucleon[10]. In the WA80 configuration it covers the target rapid-
ity region -1.7 < 7/ < 1.3, see figure 2.2, with 655 detector modules.
Each module is a particle-identifying telescope with a AE (CaF2) and
E (plastic) detector, which are read out via one common photomul-
tiplier (Phoswich technique). These telescopes have the capability of
fully identifying singly- and doubly-charged target fragments from 30-
250A-MeV, up to 400MeV for protons, as well as pions in the energy
range 15-110MeV. The Plastic Ball can give information on charged
particle multiplicities and energy flow in the events. Results from stud-
ies of transverse energy[47], cascading in the target[48, 49], correlations
of pions[50] and pion absorption[51] have been published.

I-
&

2.1.2 The Mid-Rapidity Calorimeter

The energy flow in an event is measured by the MId-RApidity Calori-
meter[52], (MIRAC), covering the full azimuth for pseudorapidities from
2.4 to 5.5, see figure 2.2. MIRAC is positioned with its front 6.5m down-
stream of the interaction point, and consists of an electromagnetic part
(lead-scintillator) of 15.6 radiation lengths and a hadronic part (stain-
less steel-scintillator) of 6.1 absorption lengths giving, for the whole
calorimeter, a total of 6.9 absorption lengths. The smallest module of
MIRAC is a tower, 20 x 20cm2 and six of these make a stack. Each tower
is read out by four photomultiplier tubes (two for the electromagnetic
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part, and two for the hadronic part) via wavelength shifters, adding an
additional lcm on to each side of the tower. Six stacks are placed beside
each other and this unit is called a six-pack. Four such six-packs are
positioned around the beamline, leaving a 7.5x 7.5cm2 hole. An addi-
tional six-pack is placed at one side of this arrangement, giving partial
azimuthal coverage down to pseudorapidities of 1.6. The response is
linear over the energy range 2 to 50GeV, and the energy resolution <r/E
is 0.014+0.MjyfÉ for electromagnetic showers and 0.034+0.34/yfE for
hadronic showers. The signals from MIR AC are also used to trigger on
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Figure 2.2: Coverage for charged particle detection and calorimetry mea-
surements in the WA80 experiment for the 1986 16O run.
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events with high transverse energy. Studies of transverse energy have
been published for i 6 0 - and 32S-induced reactions[53, 4j.

2.1.3 The Zero—Degree Calorimeter

When the beam nucleus interacts the spectator nucleons will generally
continue forward with only minimal change of direction. A measure-
ment of the forward energy flow can therefore be used to estimate how
large a fraction of the beam nucleus has actually interacted with the
target, and thus help to determine the centrality of the collisions. This
estimate is used to select different classes of events. In the WA80 ex-
periment we incorporated a uranium-scintillator calorimeter[54] that
measures the integrated energy of all particles that pass through the
7.5x 7.5cm2 hole in MIRAC, see figure 2.2. The distance from the in-
teraction point to the Zero-Degree Calorimeter, ZDC, is llm. The
ZDC consists of an electromagnetic part of 20.9 radiation lengths and a
hadronic part of 89 absorption lengths, the total number of absorption
lengths is 9.6. The readout is performed via wavelength shifters by 16
photomultiplier tubes, two on each side for both the hadronic and the
electromagnetic parts. The response is bnear over the energy range 60
to 6400GeV, and its in-beam hadronic energy resolution tr/E ranges
from 0.013+0.33/\[E at low intensities to 0.02+0.67/\[E at higher in-
tensities. The ZDC plays an essential part in the WA80 online trigger
together with MIRAC, determining whether an event is central or pe-
ripheral. Distributions of the forward energy and its correlations with
Ej have been published[53].

2.1.4 The Streamer Tubes

The multiplicity of charged particles is measured by the streamer Tube
arrays[55], covering pseudorapidities of 1.3 < r\ < 4.2, see figure 2.2.
The streamertubes are filled with gas (argon with a small admixture of
isobuthane) with the high voltage wire along the middle of the tube.
The signals are read out by capacitively coupled pads of sizes that vary
with the expected particle density, typically a few cm2. For all detector
planes this gives about 43 000 pads in total. The signals produced on
the wires are used in the minimum bias trigger, which requires at least
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one charged particle in one of the streamertube detectors.
The detectors are placed in two planes each having two layers. The

double layer structure is used in order to enhance the efficiency of the
background subtraction, and all hits that do not have a corresponding
hit in the second layer are rejected as background. This gives a detec-
tion efficiency for a minimum ionizing particle of % 70%. The first plane
is located 2.5m downstream of the interaction point and is called Large
Angle Multiplicity detector (LAM). The second is positioned a further
2.8m downstream and is known rs the Mid RApidity Multiplicity detec-
tor (MIRAM). The two layers of LAM and one of MIRAM are 3x3m2,
whereas the second MIRAM layer is 1.5xlm2. For the oxygen runs in
1986 the arrangement was slightly different, with double layers covering
only the SAPHIR detector to enhance the vetoing of charged particles.
The data from these detectors are corrected for multiple hits, efficiency
and background, using a large Monte-Carlo programme which produces
the final distributions. The data from these detectors have been used
to calculate multiplicity spectra, pseudorapidity distributions[56, 3] and
studies of fluctuations and intermittency[42, 57].

2.1.5 The Single-Arm Photon Spectrometer

The experiment includes one detector which searches for a specific QGP-
signal, namely, direct thermal photons. This is the Single-Arm Photon
spectrometer for Heavy Ion Reactions (SAPHIR). It is an array of 1350
lead glass modules (SF5) that is designed to measure photons in the
energy range 0.2-20GeV, and has a thickness of 18 radiation lengths.
In its original position it covers pseudorapidities from 1.5 to 2.1 for
approximately 1/6 of the azimuth, but it can also be moved to cover
larger pseudorapidities. To eliminate charged particles two layers of
streamer-tube detectors were used, and a hit in either of these vetos the
corresponding particle showers. This method rejects 98% of all charged
particles. Further rejection can be performed based on the shower pro-
files in SAPHIR. Neutral particles, 7r°'s or 77's are reconstructed from
invariant masses of photon pairs. The p j spectra for photons and neu-
tral pions[59] and the ratio of 7/71-° as a function of pr[38] have been
presented.
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2.2 WA93

In 1991 the WA80 experiment was upgraded with a magnet, Goliath,
positioned just behind the target. Some detectors were shifted and new
detectors were also incorporated. The magnet has a gap size of 1.6m
and can produce fields of up to IT, giving a pj—kick of 0.6GeV/c. The
streamertubes were moved and rearranged to act as veto for the enlarged
leadglass spectrometer (3780 modules) and cover approximately 70% of
the azimuth for 2.2 < r\ < 2.9, which is also the coverage of the lead glass
spectrometer. MIRAC was also moved forward to a distance of 10m and
now covers 2.8 < rj < 6.0 over the full azimuth, giving a corresponding
shift for the ZDC. The new features of WA93 are the measurement of
N-y/Nc/i for individual events and HBT-interferometry to examine the
hot zone. The new detector systems are described below.

2.2.1 The Multi-Step Avalanche Chambers

The Multi-Step Avalanche Chambers, MSAC, are thoroughly discov-
ered in chapter 4. They detect charged particles, and hits in the four
chambers are used to reconstruct the tracks of the particles. The cham-
bers are positioned to the right of the beam looking downstream with
their inner edges at an angle of 3.8°, and symmetrically around the beam
in the vertical direction. The first one is 4.27m downstream from the
target, and the fourth one at 8.14m. The chambers cover approximately
25% of the azimuth for 2.0 < r/ < 3.4. The momentum resolution of
these chambers is <5p/p = 0.003-p/(GeV/c). The purpose of these de-
tectors is to do HBT interferometry with negative pions. The expected
resolution for the invariant four-momentum difference, Q, is 4MeV. In
the WA98 experiment there will be a time-of-flight wall behind the
MSAC's to introduce particle identification of pions, kaons and antipro-
tons.

2.2.2 The Silicon Drift Chambers

The Silicon Drift Chambers, SDC, will give information on the multi-
plicity of charged particles. They are positioned very close to the target
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and thus the particles are registered before they have been influenced by
the magnetic field. There are two detectors, covering 1.50 < rj < 4.55
for the full azimuth The chambers are 250 fim thick and have an outer
radius of 3.75cm and an inner radius of 0.75cm. There is 360 anode pads
around the circumference and 240 concentric rings implanted on both
sides of the detectors. The position of the detectors is 8 and 35.7cm
downstream from the target, symmetrical around the beam. The prob-
ability of double hits has been estimated to be 2.6% in the first chamber
and 2.2% in the second for central Pb-Pb events at 160A-GeV. The po-
sition resolution for single hits is expected to be 25/zm in the radial
direction and 35/zm in the azimuthal.

2.2.3 The Photon Multiplicity Detector

The Photon Multiplicity Detector, PMD, is a device which measures
the number of photons[61]. It consists of a converter of 2cm of lead,
backed by pads made of scintillating plastic. The pads are connected to
an image-intensified, CCD-camera through wavelength-shifting optical
fibres. The angular coverage of this detector is 2.95 < t] < 4.75, and the
pad size varies from 2x2cm2 for the smallest angles to 4x4cm2 for the
largest. The total number of channels is ~ 15,000 and the double hit
probability for the inner part is estimated by Monte-Carlo calculations
to be less than 3%.

It is hoped that this detector, together with the charged particle
multiplicity measurement in the SDC will give the ratio N7/Nc^. This
quantity is predicted to be quite stable for Pb-Pb collisions if we have
only hadronic matter (due to the high multiplicities). However, it has
been predicted that QGP events would have a value that is larger by
10%-30%.
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Chapter 3

Detector Development

The demand for new detectors that are faster or more efficient than
the old ones makes it necessary to continuously examine new ideas and
to test different kinds of detectors. The successful projects are then
included in new or upgraded experiments. In my studies I have been
involved in two such development projects, one concerning Spaghetti
calorimeters to measure the energy of electromagnetically interacting
particles, and the other, the Multi-Step Avalanche Chambers, MSAC's,
for tracking charged particles. The Spaghetti calorimeters did not lead
to a sufficiently marked improvement over the lead glass detectors in
terms of resolution to be implemented in the experiment, but the MSAC's
were included when WA80 was upgraded in 1991. I have also been
involved in producing simulated data for the design of a detector at
the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider at Brookhaven. These simulations
provide estimates of particle densities and also the means to test the
performance of a proposed detector.

3.1 Spaghetti Calorimeters

The search for high resolution electromagnetic calorimetry has led to
experimentation with various compositions of active and passive mate-
rials. One idea is to have a slab of lead with scintillating fibres running
through it. This can be achieved by machining plates of lead with
grooves the size of the fibres, and stacking the plates as illustrated in
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Figure 3.1: Sketch of a spaghetti calorimeter

figure 3.1. One hopes in this way to reduce the spread of the shower,
and thus enhance the two-particle resolution in a high density environ-
ment such as ultra-relativistic heavy ion reactions. We have tested a
module of this kind, produced by the group from the University of Illi-
nois at Urbana Champaign in the JETSET group at LEAR. Our idea
was that this kind of detector could be used for photon detection in
the same way as the SAPHIR detector was used in the WA80-WA93
experiments. In our case we used a volume ratio of fibre-to-lead of 5:1,
giving a reasonably high density absorber with reasonably low sampling
fluctuations. The module had the size 10x]0x20cm3, giving approxi-
mately 15 radiation lengths. For two weeks we tested one such module
at DESY, Hamburg with electron beams of energies l-5GeV/c. The
energy resolution that we measured wa 1.5% + 6.6%JE/GeV. Under
similar conditions the same property for SF5 lead glass was measured to
be 0A%+6.0%y/E/GeV. The lateral spread of the shower is described
by the Moliére radius, and it was measured by scanning the electron
beam across the boundaries of the readout cells and inspecting relative
yields in the different channels. The same method was used on SF5
lead glass modules to minimise any systematic uncertainties of the pro-
cedure. A value of the Moliére radius relative to that of SF5 lead glass
was thus obtained:

= 0.81 ± 0.06*«

The conclusion from this test was that Spaghetti calorimeters of this
type are comparable in performance to the SF5 lead glass but clearly
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worse than SF6 lead glass when energy resolution is important. A mod-
ification of the fibre-to-lead ratio might improve the energy resolution
a little, but only at the expense of enlarging the Moliére radius. The
decision was taken not to use any spaghetti calorimeters in our experi-
ment for high resolution photon measurements. It still remains, a good
low cost alternative for electromagnetic calorimetry when large areas
are to be covered.

3.2 Mult-Step Avalanche Chambers

The Multi-Step Avalanche Chamber, MSAC, is a device for measuring
positions of charged particles. It is based on the same idea as the Multi
Wire Proportional Chamber, MWPC. In the high density environment
of ultra relativistic heavy ion collisions it is vital to employ detectors
with low multi-hit probabilities. In interferometry it is also essential
that the position resolution is good. In the WA80 experiment, charged
particles are detected with streamer tubes with capacitively coupled
pad readout. The pad sizes for the highest populated areas is typically
Ix2cm2 at a distance of 6m from the target. For some projectile-
target combinations this gave quite a high multi-hit probability in the
most forward region, ~ 30% for central 32S-Au collisions. In the WA93
experiment we wanted not only to detect charged particles, but also to
track these particles in a field-free region in order to reconstruct their
momenta and emission angles for interferometry studies. This requires
large area coverage . The most expensive part of a tracking detector
is often the readout, and one idea was to use a light-emitting detector
and record images with a CCD-camera, which would provide a large
number of channels at a reasonable price. MSAC's with this kind of
readout were tested[60], and were incorporated in the WA93 setup. The
chambers in the WA93 experiment have a typical cell size of 3x3mm2

and are positioned at distances of between 4 and 8m.
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3.2.1 Operating Principles

The detector is filled with a gas mixture of neon and triethylamine,
TEA, where TEA serves both as a quencher, to stabilise the operation
of the chamber, and as a step in the process of turning the electron
showers into photon showers. A schematic picture of an MSAC can be
seen in figure 3.2. A charged particle goes through the conversion region
where it rips off electrons from the gas atoms. The electrons are then
accelerated in an electric field towards the next section of the detector.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of a multi-step avalanche chamber
showing the distances between the mesh planes and the voltages that are
applied. I: ionisation gap, A: amplification gaps, D: drift gaps, G: gate gaps,
L: light production gap, W^s: Wavelength shifter, M: Mylar windows.

There the field is strong enough to produce an avalanche of electrons
that are then recorded on the anode plane. The MSAC can have two or
three such amplification steps and between these there are drift gaps.
In the drift gaps gates can be incorporated, by putting a reverse field
between two meshes. When an event takes place a pulse is sent out that
changes the voltages so that a driving field is produced in the gate gap.
This construction will destroy those signals that are out of time with
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event triggers and reduce the number of random sparks in the chamber
so that the stability is improved. The amplification for one amplification
gap can be as high as 104 and the whole chain gives an amplification of
107 (due to some losses in the transfer between the different regions).
For the WA93 experiment it was decided not to collect the electrons
themselves, but instead to have an extra gap in which the electrons
excite TEA molecules which then emit light as they de-excite. The
emitted light is in the UV region, and a wave length shifter transforms
it to visible light that is recorded by an image-intensified CCD-camera.

3.2.2 Construction

The MSAC's used in the WA93 collaboration were built at the Univer-
sity of Geneva in 1991. Five chambers were built, each with an active
area of 1.2 x 1.6m2. There are 15 frames that span the 12 meshes, four
50/zm thick mylar windows and one plane of wavelength shifter. The
wave-length shifters used were mady by Bicron, BC-499-09. In the
thicker frames, a honeycomb structure was sandwiched between fibre-
glass. The thin frames are made of solid fibreglass. The meshes are
precision-made with 50/im wires spaced 500/im apart. Two mylar win-
dows on each side of the detector confine the gases to the detector vol-
ume. In eight places holes are drilled through the frames for gas in- and
outlets. The distances and parallelism of the meshes are important, and
ceramic spacers are put in between the meshes in the accelerator gaps
to ensure regularity. For the connections of high voltage to the meshes,
connectors were attached to the frames and glued to the meshes with
conductive glue. At points corresponding to the spacers, 5mm reflective
dots were glued on the wave length shifter. These served as fiducial
points when the camera pictures were to be translated into positions in
the experiment. The assembly was performed in a clean-room, and the
frames were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath before being glued together.
The finished chamber can be disassembled into three modules of mesh
planes and two modules of mylar windows. The modules are separable
in front of drift gap D2 and behind drift gap D3, see figure 3.2.
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3.2.3 Running

To saturate the neon gas to the chamber with TEA, the neon is passed
through a bath of TEA at 0°. Due to the characteristics of TEA
(flammable, toxic and chemically aggressive), the container is made of
stainless steel, and detailed procedures for filling TEA into the container
and in case of spillage or leakage have been worked out. To keep the
distance that the neon travels through the TEA bath as constant as pos-
sible the TEA was refilled daily. The flow is controlled by flow-meters
and several safety valves are incorporated to avoid over-pressure in the
chambers. The flow is kept at 24dm3/h and investigations have shown
that a small variation in the flow will influence markedly the perfor-
mance of the chamber. The exhaust pipe length of 50m, necessary to
reach the outside of the experimental hall, prevents the diffusion of air
backwards into the chamber. In the case of a power failure, causing the
flow-meters to close, the system will pass pure neon through the cham-
ber to keep the air from entering through the exhausts. The chamber
has two planes of mylar as exit and entry windows and between these
argon is flushed to avoid air diffusing into the chambers.

The high voltage for the chamber is supplied by a CAEN SY-127
power supply mainframe and this was controlled through a CAEN C-
139 CAMAC interface. The gates were pulsed with % 800ns pulses
of -250V and the timing and widths of the two gates were adjusted
to provide optimal light yields. The readout was done with specially
designed CCD-cameras from EEV (Chelmsford, UK) equipped with
image intensifies. Specialised electronics then perform noise reduction
and data reduction of 99% by ignoring all signals below threshold level.
The readout of one event takes 20ms.

3.2.4 Controlling the Chambers

To operate the chambers, a monitoring system is a necessity, and it is
preferable that the procedure be automated. The method that is used to
monitor the chambers in our case is to place a radioactive source, 90Sr,
emitting electrons of energies up to 2.3MeV, at the edge of the chamber.
The light yield is monitored with a photo multiplier tube. The system
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Figure 3.3: Monitoring system for the MSAC.

is triggered between spills by another photo multiplier tube connected
to a small scintillator located on the opposite side of the chamber from
the source, see figure 3.3. A spectrum of pulses is collected and the
mean value of the spectrum is then used as a measure of the light yield.
A third photo multiplier tube is placed so that it views the chamber
indirectly, and this one is used for counting the number of sparks in
the chamber. The chamber voltages and the monitoring system are
controlled by a program running on a microvax. A very simplified flow
chart for the program, where most of the commands have been left
out, is seen in figure 3.4. The commands shown in the figure do give
the general layout of the program. The four chambers are individually
controlled by the program. The commands available to the operator

are:

Monitoring the chambers.
There are some commands that monitor the high voltage system
of the chambers, and give one of the following, updated every few
seconds, on the screen:

- Monitor Voltage: This shows the voltages on the meshes.

- Monitor Current: This shows currents drawn by the meshes.
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Figure 3.4: Flow chart for the MSAC control program. Only a few of the
many commands of the program are included here.

- Monitor Field: This shows fields in the different gaps.

- Monitor Difference: This shows the difference between the

set and the actual voltages on the meshes.

• Chamber voltage adjustments.

The set values of chamber voltages can be altered by a group of
commands:

- Zero voltages: This sets the voltage on each mesh to zero.

- Nominal voltages: This sets the voltages to nominal values
given in a parameter file.
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- Set voltages: The voltage for an arbitrary mesh can be
entered from the keyboard.

- Gain voltage: This increases the voltage difference in the
amplification gaps by some amount entered from keyboard.

- Change voltages: This alters the voltage of a mesh relative
to present value by the amount entered from the keyboard.

- On: This turns on the chambers.

- Off: This turns off the chambers.

• Event accumulation modes.
These commands collect events and fill histograms.

- Pedestal accumulation: This mode collects pedestal events,
triggered by a clock pulser.

- Source accumulation: This mode collects events triggered
by the source triggers on the chambers

- Beam accumulation: This mode collects events triggered
by beam triggers. Mainly used for sparking rate checks.

• Automated modes.
Self-controlled running with visual and audible warnings to oper-
ator when either the spark rate or the currents are too high. If
the operator does not react to the warnings the high voltage of
the chamber is automatically shut off. The light yield is measured
at five minute intervals.

- Automatic control: This mode will change the voltages of
the amplification gaps in order to keep the light yield con-
stant.

- Direct control: This mode will not change the voltages
except as a safety measure.

• Histogram manipulation.
These commands manipulate or print histograms that are filled
by the event accumulation modes or automated modes:
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- Plot histogram: This plots a histogram on the screen.

- Meta histogram: This plots histogram to meta file.

- Clear histograms: This clears all histograms.

- Save histograms: This saves histograms in a file.

t Miscellaneous commands.

- PM up: Turn on PM's. This prepares the photo multiplier
tubes for the light yield measurements.

- PM Down: Turn off PM's. This removes the voltage from
the photo multiplier tubes for the light yield measurements.

- Monitor PM: Show PM voltages. This displays the status
of the photo multiplier tubes for the light yield measure-
ments.

- Initialise CAMAC: This resets the CAMAC crate system.

- Comment: This puts any input following as a comment in
the log file.

- Set Wait: This sets the wait time for the monitoring loops.
The default is 5 second wait time.

- Help: This gives a list of the available commands.

The program writes all commands given and some statistics for all
spectra that are filled, to a log file. The automatic modes will in addi-
tion create a file with all important parameters for every measurement
made. One example of the performance can be seen in figure 3.5 where
light yield, amplification gap voltage, pressure, temperature at the gas
inlet on the chamber, number of sparks and number of triggers for each
measurement are plotted as a function of time. The program was run
in the automatic control mode, and the voltage was changed whenever
the light yield was found to be outside the allowed interval. This inter-
val is defined as the region within which the changes that correct the
light yield to the reference value is smaller than 2V. The correction is
calculated from a two parameter function:

AU = Xre/ 're/

Vl -
(3.1)
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x is the light yield and pi and p2 are determined from light curves mea-
sured in laboratory tests. This was found to be a stable parametrisation
insensitive to the absolute voltage values in the amplification gap. The
changes were kept on the safe side, and for security reasons the program
could not make automatic changes upwards by Time spectra for light
yield, amplification gap voltage, pressure, temperature at the gas inlet
on the chamber, number of sparks more than 20V. As can be seen in
figure 3.5 the changes made during normal running are always by the
smallest allowed amount.
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Figure 3.5: and number of triggers for each measurement in the automatic
control mode. The limits at which the automatic control system changes the
voltages of the chamber are indicated by dashed lines.
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3.2.5 Testing
The chambers were all tested in the laboratory to examine their ho-
mogeneity and performance with a collimated radioactive source and
photomultiplier tubes similar to the surveillance setup in figure 3.3.
The light yield was measured on each lxldm2 of the active area, with
some additional points to study the behaviour at the edges. It appeared
that the chambers need a certain time to stabilise after being turned on,
after which, apart from minor variations in the light yield over the sur-
face, they show similar behaviour. A general increase in the light yield
is noted at the edges of the chambers. The ratio of sparks-to-triggers as
a function of light yield is similar for all the chambers. The light yield as
a function of voltage was studied and was used for the parametrisation
of the voltage changes in the automatic control program. However, we
observed large variations with time of the voltage needed to produce a
certain amount of light but the rate of sparking followed the light yield.
The differences found by changing the flow of gas through the chambers
were found to be relatively small for reasonable changes.

3.2.6 MSAC's in WA93

In the 1991-92 setup there are 4 MSAC's positioned symmetrically
around the beam in the vertical direction and to the right of it looking
downstream. The distances at which the chambers are positioned from
the target are 4.27m, 5.64m, 6.89m and 8.14m, see figure 3.6. The inner
parts of the effective areas are all aligned at an angle of 3.8° seen from
the target. The outer edge of the last chamber is thus at 14.8°. The
chambers are viewed by CCD cameras through mirrors, made of alu-
minised mylar to minimise material, and placed at an angle of 45° with
respect to the chambers. The first chamber is read out by one camera
from below, whereas the others are viewed from above by two cameras
each. Since half of the first chamber is shadowed by the magnet a read-
out of the inner half of it is sufficient. Pixels in the vicinity of each
other are then grouped into clusters that should represent one particle
hitting the detector at that point. To reduce the background the analy-
sis requires at least two pixels in a cluster for a hit to be registered. The
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Figure 3.6: Positions of the MSAC's in the WA93 setup. The target is
positioned at the entrance of the magnet. The MS AC chambers are placed
inside a dark room to ensure against stray illumination.

clusters in the cameras are then converted to hits in the experimental
coordinate system, and these hits are then used to reconstruct tracks.
Tracking is performed by requiring that a track should point at the tar-
get in the y-direction, which, due to the vertical magnetic field, should
be unaffected. The momenta and emission angles are determined by
a procedure in which simulated tracks have been tracked through the
experimentally measured magnetic field, and the x and y positions in
chambers 3 and 4 are determined. Chebyshev polynomials were used to
fit the result, and an accuracy of <5p/p ~ 0.003-p/(GeV/c) is achieved.
An example of a momentum distribution for negative particles can be
seen in figure 3.7. In the reconstruction all particles are assumed to be
pions.
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Figure 3.7: Momentum and transverse momentum distributions for negative
particles in 32S-Au collisions measured with the MSAC's in WA93. In the
momentum reconstruction all particles are assumed to be pions.

3.2.7 Pad Readout for MSAC's

An idea to improve the collection of the information provided by MSAC's
is to gather the charges produced on pads. A development at the Uni-
versity of Lund has had the goal to provide such a system, including
the processing of the signals and zero suppression at a price of 1$ per
channel. This would be a better solution than optical readout as it
has better detection efficiency (virtually 100%), higher readout speeds
(1kHz), no need for unpleasant gases like TEA or TMAE. Furthermore,
the chamber could be operated further from the critical point and the
detector would be more compact. The electron showers have been found
to have radii of 2-3mm and the sizes of the pads are chosen so as to
optimise the resolution in the bend direction to enhance momentum
resolution. Ixl6mm2 pads in an arrangement where each column is
shifted one third of a pad length would give a resolution of 100/im in
the x-direction and 5mm in the y-direction. This configuration has
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Figure 3.8: The number of collected electrons and the number of pads above
threshold in each event for a small test chamber equipped with pad readout.

been tested on a small test chamber, and in figure 3.8 the distribution

of collected electrons and the number of pads above threshold in one

event can be seen.

3.3 Simulations for New Detectors

All detectors that are proposed today have been "tested" on simulated
data during their construction. One example of such a simulation for the
WA80 experiment is described in the proceedings of the Quark Matter
'86 conference[62]. Examples of the type of information to be gained
from simulations are, the determination of how much of the phase space
must be covered for a reliable event classification by transverse energy
measurements, and, further, how small an angle must be used to achieve
a reliable zero degree measurement of the projectile remnants without
too much interference from particles produced.
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Figure 3.9: Simulation of central (b<0.1fm) 197Au-Au collisions at
100A GeV. The density of charged particles at a distance of lm from the
interaction point as a function of emission angle.



In the development of the detectors for the RHIC accelerator at
Brookhaven the expected density of particles must be known. An ex-
ample of one such simulation done with Fritiof 7.0 for the case of central
(b<0.1fm) 197Au-Au collisions at 100A GeV can be seen in figure 3.9.
The density of charged particles per cm2 at a distance of lm from the
interaction point has been calculated. The yields of some of the species
are also shown in the figure, the pions dominating. Negative pions and
kaons are produced with the same rates as their positive counterparts.
Particle densities of « 1100 charged particles per pseudorapidity unit
are reached, see figure 3.10.

1250

1000

750

500

250

0

Fritiof 7.0
197Au-Au 100 A GeV

-4 -2 0

Figure 3.10: The pseudorapidity distribution of charged particles from a
simulation of central (b<0.1fm) 197Au-Au collisions at 100A GeV.
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Chapter 4

Papers

4.1 Some General Scaling Rules in High
Energy Heavy Ion Reactions

The shapes of inclusive distributions such as the multiplicity of charged
particles and transverse energy are examined with the Monte Carlo
model Fritiof. It is found that the distributions can be explained by
the underlying distributions of particle-emitting sources. The sources
in this analysis are longitudinally excited strings produced by each par-
ticipating nucleon. It is shown that the distribution of these sources can
give the distributions mentioned if only the average number of particles
or the transverse energy per unit of string length is known. The vari-
ations in the emission from each string is basically buried beneath the
much larger variations in the number of sources, even for event classes
with a well established centrality.
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4.2 Global and Local Fluctuations in Mul-
tiplicity and Transverse Energy for
Central Ultra-relativistic Heavy Ion
Interactions

The fluctuations in transverse energy and charged particle multiplicities
are studied for 16O-Au interactions at 200A GeV. Data and simulations
made with the Fritiof model are compared, and the width of the distri-
butions for a sample of central events is examined for different regions
in pseudorapidity. The width of the distributions are well explained by
a stochastic emission of particles from a number of underlying particle-
emitting sources. The sources of particle emission, taken as the number
of participating nucleons and the number of binary collisions, are exam-
ined.

4.3 Production of Slow Singly-Charged
Fragments in 200 GeV/c Hadron Nu-
cleus Interactions

Low energy proton-like fragments (singly-charged) are measured at
target rapidities for p- and ?r-induced reactions at 200GeV/c. The
multiplicity, angular and energy distributions are examined and com-
parisons with the corresponding distributions from Fritiof and Venus
Monte Carlo simulations are made. Neither model gives a reasonable
description of the data, but a "geometrical cascade model" describes the
distributions with one free parameter, the number of slow fragments per
binary collision. This parameter shows a target dependence like A05.
This is stronger than the A1|/3 dependence expected from a simple, lim-
ited, intranuclear cascade where only the nucleons excited by the pro-
jectile knock out other nucleons. Angular and energy distributions also
indicate the existence of an extended cascade.
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4.4 Emission of Slow Singly-Charged Frag-
ments in Relativistic 16O-Nucleus In-
teractions

Low energy, proton-like fragments (singly-charged) are measured at
target rapidities in 16O-induced reactions at 60 and 200A GeV. The
two energies give essentially the same distributions, and the target de-
pendence is roughly equal to what is found in hadron induced reactions.
Angular distributions are examined in different energy windows and are
found to be well described by the parameterisation e" ' co*(fl) at all ener-
gies, K is found to be approximately linearly dependent on the energy
of the slow fragments. The distributions in ion-induced reactions are
found to be more forward peaked than the corresponding distributions
for hadron-nucleus interactions.
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